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In Hendaye...

2022 EDITION

SEE
THE
WORLD
IN BLUE
Welcome to our marine spa. A gentle environment wrapped
in ocean spray in the colours of the sea.
Discover our log book and experience the utmost relaxation,
an energising break or the ultimate in beauty pampering...
In these magnificent surroundings with ocean views and the
beach a short walk away, drift off to the sound of the waves.
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And take your time...

#INTENSEBLUE

OVERLOOKING
THE
OCEAN
THE
BEAUTY SPA...
Dive into a cocoon of a thousand and one considerations and
discover this intimate environment with its uncluttered lines,
soothing colours and soft lighting.
In this subtly fragranced destination designed for your relaxation,
enjoy our incomparable facials and body treatments, the magical
essence of new sensations.
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Let go...

Mirror, mirror on the wall, who is the fairest...

BE
BEAUTIFUL
WITH OUR
FACIALS...

We pamper your skin and take care of your beauty.
Anti-age specialists and marine experts, we give your face
radiance and freshness, plumping and boosting your features.
Fall in love with your mirror again.
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RELAIS THALASSO
SIGNATURE TREATMENT

EXPERT ANTI-AGE REGENERATIVE
RELAIS THALASSO TREATMENTS

KOBIDO RELAIS THALASSO SIGNATURE TREATMENT

SEA NUTRI

50 min l € 115
I am from a distant land, an ancestral Japanese
massage technique. A genuinely natural face lift,
I awaken the dullest of tones and smooth the skin’s
surface to reveal a second youth.

FACE

ESSENTIAL RELAIS
THALASSO TREATMENTS
MARINE HYDRATION
50 min l € 109
I am an intense hydration treatment that gives
the skin elasticity and flexibility. My coconut fibre
mask enriched with marine active ingredients and
hyaluronic acid visibly improves hydration. Skin is
enhanced and the mind freed.

MARINE LIFT
50 minutes | € 109
I am a treatment filled with light... A genuine
dazzling experience, I give the skin freshness
and vitality with my mask filled to the brim with
seawater and red seaweed. And I make you look
wonderful too.

MARINE PURIFICATION NEW
50 min l € 109
Say goodbye to imperfections... Victory is here!
My massage is wise. My mask with marine silt
and aloe vera rebalances the skin with finesse
and accuracy. An authentic breath of fresh air.
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SOTHYS FACIALS

INTENSIVE

FUNDAMENTAL FOR MEN

PRO CRYO EYE AREA 50 min l € 109

50 min l € 119
I repair passing time with my expert relaxing
and energising movements. My super pair of
“generous” lifting and nourishing masks gives
skin the greatest comfort.

50 min l € 95
I am a treatment that combines relaxation and
effectiveness to reboost and detox. High-precision
cleansing, a customised mask, relaxing massage
and specific anti-age serum for more resistant
skin and impeccable radiance.

I am an exceptional treatment offering deep
regeneration of the eye area and an immediate fresh
effect thanks to the exclusive Sothys porcelain
massage. The eye area is visibly relaxed and soothed.

SEA LIFT

REGULAR TREATMENTS

50 min l € 119
A genuine bowl of fresh cellular air, my “alginate
print” mask enriched with tensing caviar firms
the contours of the face and regenerates the
epidermis. My lifting and soothing massage
combines with the replumping power of active
marine ingredients.

SEA REPLUMP
50 min l € 119
I am the promise of smoothed and plumped
skin with my second-skin mask and its high
concentration of marine collagen. My energising
movements guarantee more toned and younger
skin.

SEA YOUTH NEW
75 min l € 149
I am the ideal combination between youth and
relaxation. I combine a head, neck and shoulder
massage with one of 3 Expert facials, your choice
between Sea Lift, Sea Replump and Sea Nutri.
I promise an exquisite experience and rejuvenated
skin.

HYDRATION FOR NORMAL AND COMBINATION SKIN
50 min l € 109
The ultimate hydration for an immediate and lasting
effect. Skin is visibly boosted, bright and radiant
and dehydration lines smoothed away.

PURIFYING FOR OILY SKIN
50 min l € 109
I am a balancing, matte treatment with a high
concentration of powerful active ingredients. Skin tone
is more even and radiant and imperfections fade away.

SOOTHING WITH SPA™ WATER
50 min l € 109
I am a restorative treatment. My ultra-soft textures
have been specifically formulated to be kind to the
most sensitive skin. Comfortable skin and instant
relief.

ANTI-AGE FOR MATURE SKIN
50 min l € 109
I am a filling, resurfacing and regenerative treatment
that combines personalised hand techniques with
exceptional active ingredients for naturally younger
skin. Features are relaxed and smoothed and lines
faded.

ENERGY DETOX 70 min l € 159
I am a real boost and give new energy to skin, helping
it defend itself in all situations against the harmful
effects of environmental stress that can accelerate
skin ageing. Intense regenerating effect.

HYDRA 3HA HYALURONIC ACID 70 min l € 159
A combination of technique and sensory effects,
I combine ultra-comfortable textures with highperformance active ingredients to immerse the skin
in well-being and a sensation of absolute hydration.
Skin is transformed, younger.

YOUTHFULNESS BP3 TRI-COMPLEX 70 min l € 159
With my 5 key stages and no fewer than 8 specific
formulas, experience Sothys effectiveness combined
with expert care for visibly younger skin. Double
action to fight the signs of ageing and looser skin.

EXCELLENCE
SECRET FACIAL 80 min l € 179
A prestigious treatment, I elegantly combine
the ingredients of a unique facial with a break
for some unforgettable well-being. From the first
treatment, your face is radiant with beauty.
Never has a treatment been this effective...
5 years younger in 1 go!
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A world of well-being to travel...

RELAX
WITH OUR

BODY TREATMENTS...
Following the ocean’s gentle or bracing rhythms,
we will calm you with our techniques, like the incoming
and outgoing waves.
Travel with us in a world of well-being as your body
rediscovers tranquillity and your mind relaxes.
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BODY SCRUBS

SIGNATURE MASSAGES

WORLD MASSAGES

I can adapt to all your desires...fruity or
rich, intense or subtle. The star treatment in
thalassotherapy, I get the ball rolling to enhance
the effectiveness of your treatments.

MARINE SYNERGY
RELAIS THALASSO SIGNATURE TREATMENT

PANCHAKARMA MASSAGE

BALINESE MASSAGE

50 min l € 115
I am an Indian massage that deeply purifies the
body and mind by stimulating the elimination of
toxins from the body. I am ideal for rediscovering
energy and vitality.

50 min l € 115
I am a traditional massage from the island of Bali
using mango butter. Invigorating and deep, I help
revitalise the body and the mind to retune your
positive energy.

TUINA MASSAGE

INDIAN KANSU BOWL MASSAGE

50 min l € 115
I am a manual technique that draws its origins
from traditional Chinese medicine. My pressures
on acupuncture points balance vital energy to
release physical and emotional tension.

75 min l € 139
I am inspired by the traditional Indian Abhyanga
massage using warm sesame oil and sandalwood
butter. My treatment ends with a kansu bowl foot
massage. Re-energising, I offer well-being, calm
and inner peace.

20 min l € 69

SATIN SALT AND 3 TEA SCRUB LEVEL 1
I'm the gentlest scrub with delicate salt crystals,
perfect for sensitive skin. My floral notes and oily
texture envelop the skin in a regenerative cocoon.

BODY

ZEST AND SALT SCRUB LEVEL 2
Fruity with my extracts of grapefruit seeds and
essential tangerine oil, I contain Guérande salt
crystals. Perfect for the undecided, hesitating
between gentle or intense exfoliation.

TROPICAL ISLAND ABSOLUTE SCRUB LEVEL 3 NEW
I am rich with my round notes and melting salt
crystals. My medium intensity awakens the skin
and the senses. A pure marvel.

SUPREME OCEAN SCRUB LEVEL 4
I am the most used scrub in thalassotherapy.
My combination of 3 salts ensures intense
exfoliation. Enjoy my essential oils of lavender
and camomile to soothe the body and mind.

50 min l € 115
I am the essential RELAIS THALASSO signature
massage, inspired by the changing rhythms of the
ocean. From head to toe, my slow and energising,
gentle and deep movements ensure absolute
relaxation.

BASQUE SOUL
RELAIS THALASSO HENDAYE SIGNATURE TREATMENT
80 min l € 158
I am a unique and complete face and body
treatment combining effectiveness and technique
for a sensory journey to the heart of the Basque
Country. I promise you a timeless experience!

AROMAKARITÉ ORIENTAL MASSAGE
50 min l € 115
I am a soothing and balancing ritual massage
with meltingly soft shea butter and argan oil. I am
intensely relaxing and deeply nourishing for the
skin.

LOMI LOMI MASSAGE
50 min l € 115
I am an energising and enveloping Hawaiian
massage using elbows and forearms. Alternating
slow and continuous movements like the incoming
and outgoing waves of the Pacific, my massage
releases physical and mental tension.

MASSAGE FOR TWO
50 min | € 115 per person
A sensory experience to discover together with
either the Oriental massage or the energising
Balinese massage. Covering the entire body,
with me you will share an unequalled moment
of well-being.

FOOT REFLEXOLOGY
50 min l € 115
I immediately relieve tired feet and release
blockages through a succession of pressure and
stimuli on the reflex areas of the sole of the foot.

DETOX LEVEL 4
My citrus extracts and sea salt crystals make
me an intense scrub, perfect for oxygenating
and cleansing the skin deep down. My apricot
oil nourishes and protects the skin.
Possibility of this treatment for two.
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Love me, love me not...
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MINI PLEASURES

ESCAPES

RITUAL

1 scrub + 1 wrap + 1 massage

FACE AND BODY INFINITE REVOLUTION

FINGER HEAD MASSAGE
20 min l € 69
I am a massage of the neckline, face and scalp
with acupressure and relaxing movements for a
moment of abandon and letting go.

KANSU BOWL FOOT MASSAGE

BODY

20 min l € 69
A traditional Indian technique focusing on foot
reflexology, I help improve good circulation of vital
energy throughout the body.

BODY MASSAGE
20 min l € 69
I can be relaxing or stimulating with different oils
and delicate fragrances.

ORIENTAL ESCAPE
80 min l € 154
• salt and black soap scrub
• shea butter, rhassoul
and orange blossom wrap
• Berber massage with argan oil,
fig and orange blossom

100 min l € 178
I am perfect for the ultimate relaxation.
I include one of the Essential facials, either
Marine Hydration or Marine Radiance, and the
Marine Synergy massage, the RELAIS THALASSO
must-have signature massage.

POLYNESIAN ESCAPE
80 min l € 154
• white sand and coconut scrub
• tropical mango gel wrap
• Lomi Lomi massage with Tahitian gardenia oil

GENTLE ASIAN ESCAPE
80 min l € 154
• green tea scrub
• 3 tea wrap
• Panchakarma massage with jasmine oil

SEA ESCAPE*
80 min l € 154
• Supreme Ocean scrub
• remineralising seaweed wrap
• complete relaxing and revitalising massage
*available for 50 minutes (scrub & massage) € 115
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A dose of happiness...
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Light as a feather...

A
LIGHTER
LIFE
WITH OUR SLIMMING
TREATMENTS...
AT THE BEAUTY SPA

LPG BODY TREATMENTS
CELLU M6 FULL BODY

DETOX TREATMENT - STUBBORN AREAS

A treatments target cellulite and this mechanical knead-roll
version stimulates cellular activity to activate the release
of localised fat deposits. Using natural, non-aggressive
techniques it returns skin to its original firmness. Results
are visible from the first sessions. Skin is firmer and any
orange-peel effect reduced.
Endermowear outfit required l € 20
1 session I 35 min l € 69
Pack of 3 sessions I 35 min l € 175
Pack of 5 sessions I 35 min l € 280
Pack of 10 sessions I 35 min l € 510

A treatment specially designed for stubborn areas.
An original treatment protocol that begins with vigorous
movements in a slimming massage with essential oils
before continuing with relaxation and a detox wrap. Ideal
for targeting the upper body or lower body.
1 session I 50 min l € 89
Pack of 3 sessions I 50 min l € 240
Pack of 5 sessions I 50 min l € 378

LPG FACIALS
LPG CELLU M6® ALLIANCE FACIAL
An anti-age, natural, non-aggressive and painless
treatment, this mechanical and stimulating approach helps
plump wrinkles, tone features and improve skin quality.
Immediate elimination of any signs of tiredness.
20

Pack of 3 sessions I 10 min l € 75
Pack of 3 sessions I 30 min l € 169
LPG option in the facial of your choice
10 min l € 29
30 min l € 69
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As beautiful as the dawn...

MAGNIFICENT
WITH OUR ELEGANCE
TREATMENTS...
Reveal a little more of your beauty every day
thanks to our specific treatments: make-up, hands
and hair.
Enjoy this moment in time in our expert hands.
It’s time to think about yourself.
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SPECIFIC HAND TREATMENTS

HAIR TREATMENTS
FOR HIM AND FOR HER

EXPRESS MANICURE OR PEDICURE
20 min l € 40

ELEGANCE

COMPLETE MANICURE

20

50 min l € 60
Scrub, hot manicure, massage,
base coat.

CLASSIC POLISH
€ 15

SPECIFIC MAKE-UP TREATMENTS

Shampoo I € 8
Blow-dry I € 16
Set for short hair I € 22
- long hair € 32
Colour I € 35
Streaks for short hair I € 45
- long hair I € 60
Women’s cut I € 26 - Men’s cut € 16
Style and blow-dry for short hair I € 22
- long hair I € 32
Highlights for short hair I € 36
- long hair I € 50

MAKE-UP LESSON
50 min l € 85
A make-up lesson, advice on shape, choice of
colours and eye shadow to match skin tone.

MAKE-UP ADVICE SESSION
35 min l € 54
For perfect make-up every day.

CHRISTOPHE ROBIN TREATMENTS
Designed to meet the needs of hair under attack:
no silicone, no parabens, no colouring or SLS.

DETOX RITUAL
30 min l € 30
Soothes irritated, itchy scalps, psoriasis
and dandruff.

COMPLETE NOURISHING RITUAL
45 min l € 45
For all hair types, deep treatment of problems
specific to coloured, streaked, dry or fragile hair.

VOLUMISING RITUAL

SPECIFIC HAIR TREATMENTS

30 min l € 30
For thin hair. A return to volume and energy.

HAIR LESSON
50 min l € 85
Advice to suit shape, choice of the most
flattering colours, cut.
With colour + € 35
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OVERLOOKING
THE
OCEAN
THE
MARINE SPA...
An ocean of well-being awaits in our fitness and relaxation
space. Enjoy many activities available to you and the benefits of
seawater at the ideal temperature. Experience a moment when
body and mind rediscover their connection and work together.
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Water, air and salt...
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Feel at ease at 32°...

ENERGISED
WITH OUR THALASSO
TREATMENTS...
With seawater freshly collected at every high tide, through
our affinity with your skin we provide all the trace elements and
minerals you need. With us, your body and mind relax thanks
to the beneficial effect of heated seawater, charging you up
with powerful energy.
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PACKAGE

HENDAIA MASSAGE

THERAPEUTIC SEA MUD

RELAXING MASSAGE

50 min l € 115
I am a tailored massage that adapts to your
desires and needs. I use various techniques:
refreshing, energising, invigorating, relaxing,
focused on circulation, slimming.

20 min l € 40
A poultice of self-heating mud, I act as an
anti-inflammatory on sensitive areas, an analgesic
on arthritic joints and I relieve congestion in fatty
and cellulitic areas.

SENSORY AWAKENING MASSAGE

ENERGISING SEAWATER JET

25 min l € 64
A back and leg massage with fresh seaweed pulp
or essential oils, I employ flowing and enveloping
movements and am specially designed to provide
relaxation and comfort. I am ideal for toning and
soothing the skin while providing flexibility and
energy.

50 min l € 115
A relaxing massage for the whole body, my
movements alternate between gentle and
balanced to awaken the senses and stimulate
the body’s correct function while respecting each
person’s individuality. A polysensory experience
and the ultimate anti-stress massage.

12 min l € 40
Hydromassage of medically identified areas by
jets at a pressure and temperature devised to
suit the patient, I am ideal for treating congested
tissues and stiff muscles.

SEAWATER SHOWER
12 min l € 40
I am a spray of fine seawater drops enriched
with trace elements. I decongest the upper
airways. I provide a general sensation
of well-being.

HOT OR COLD SEAWEED THERAPY
20 min l € 40
I am a wrap in hot seaweed that intensifies
toxin elimination through perspiration and the
absorption of trace elements and minerals.
Or I am a cold seaweed wrap for the legs that
stimulates circulation and remineralisation.

HYDROMASSAGE
20 min l € 54
A deep massage with underwater jets from the
soles of the feet to the neck, I take place in a
hot seawater bath and am recommended for the
treatment of muscle tension, for my circulatory
action and anti-fluid retention effects.

SEAWATER SHOWER MASSAGE

HYDROMASSAGE BED
15 min l € 40
Lying on a hot water mattress, the weightless
body relaxes in the waves produced by adjustable
pressure jets. I am a customisable massage that is
relaxing, energising and specifically good for the
back for maximum relaxation.

OCEAN SELECTION
10 TREATMENTS | € 350
Choose from the thalassotherapy treatments
except hydromassage, seawater shower massage
and watermass.

12 min l € 64
Using two hands, I am a soothing and softening
body massage. Boosted by a fine hot seawater
shower, I am relaxing and mineralising for a deep
sensation of well-being.

POLYSENSORY MARINE BATH
15 min l € 40
Relaxing, tension-releasing and invigorating
thanks to my many hydro-massage jets. Dive into
my seawater bath with its salty fragrance.
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Light as a feather...

A
LIGHTER
LIFE
WITH OUR SLIMMING
TREATMENTS...
THALASSO

SLIMMING / LIGHTNESS TREATMENTS
KNEADING-ROLLING

WATERMASS

25 min l € 64
A combination of manual techniques and firming
active ingredients, I treat stubborn cellulite, extra
padding and looser skin.

12 min l € 54
Through mechanical kneading-rolling, I combine
the properties of heated seawater with essential
oils. I am particularly effective on cellulite and
localised overweight areas.

LYMPHATIC DRAINAGE FOR THE BODY
25 min l € 64
50 min l € 115
My slow, gentle and regular manual pressure
along the lymph vessels has a particularly
significant draining effect in the case of fluid
retention and cellulite.
30
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A healthy mind in a healthy body...

IN
SHAPE
WITH OUR

HEALTH TREATMENTS...
Listen to what your body whispers and you won’t have
to hear it shout. Tibetan proverb.
There is no greater wealth than your health. We take care
of you and your health with help from our health experts.
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DIET

HEALTH TREATMENTS

DIET WORKSHOP

INFRA RED THERAPY

HOLISTIC ENERGY SESSION

€ 40
Information and advice on healthy nutrition in a
group.

€ 40
A treatment based on long infra red rays that
penetrate deep under the skin to actively stimulate
the body. An innovative method with detoxifying,
anti-ageing and relaxing effects that also improves
blood circulation.

50 min l € 115
A gentle treatment that transfers energy by laying
the hands. It treats both the causes and symptoms
of energy blockages and helps rebalance the body
and mind.

PHYSIOTHERAPY SESSION

50 min l € 115
Manual technique using vibrations through static
and sliding pressure focused on subcutaneous
points on the spinal column. Stimulates and
strengthens the entire body and increases the
body’s ability for regeneration.
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€ 52
The Head Chef provides healthy cooking lessons.
Build a connection with recipes and tips for good
eating habits and become more independent.

DIETICIAN CONSULTATION
€ 65
Complete assessment of the patient’s diet,
habits and environment to create a tailored
and accepted programme for the best results.
Personalised advice to keep the pleasure of eating
by finding a balanced diet.

Food means pleasure...

HEALTH

EXPERTS

FOOD WORKSHOP

€ 58
In the pool or treatment room. A therapeutic
session focused on gym movements or massages
for better motor function.

OSTEOPATHY SESSION

SPINAL REFLEXOLOGY

€ 98
Manual massage to identify and treat restricted
movement of the body’s different elements: joints,
muscles and the digestive system.
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Take a break...

SWITCH
OFF
WITH OUR
BUBBLE DAYS,
SHORTER STAYS
& ESCAPES
With us, you can practise the art of being in a bubble.
A bubble of pleasure, a bubble of relaxation, a bubble
to chill out.
Our thalassotherapy and spa treatments come together
in our bubble days for your greatest pleasure.
The icing on the cake? Join us for a weekend, short stay
or escape and dive into a huge bath of well-being.
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BUBBLE DAYS

SHORTER STAYS

MINI BODY & SOUL BREAK

2 DAYS | 6 TREATMENTS

4 DAYS | 12 TREATMENTS | € 870
• 1 sea mud application
• 1 seaweed wrap
• 1 detox infra red therapy session
• 2 relaxing massages
• 1 laser acupuncture session
• 1 “stomach story” massage (Chi Nei Tsang)
• 1 spinal reflexology session
• 1 sensory awakening massage
• 1 tok sen massage
• 2 expert assessments
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THALASSO

AT THE BEAUTY SPA

MARINE BUBBLE

BASQUE SOUL BUBBLE

1 DAY | 3 INDIVIDUAL TREATMENTS I € 121 per person
• 1 polysensory marine bath
• 1 revitalising seaweed wrap
• 1 seawater shower
• ½ day free access to the marine spa:
heated seawater pools, water activity circuit,
saunas, steam bath & outdoor jacuzzi

€ 198 per person
• 1 Basque Soul massage
• 1 market lunch at Le Bidassoa
(excluding drinks)
• 1/2 day free access to the marine spa:
heated seawater pools, water activity circuit,
saunas, steam bath & outdoor jacuzzi

ESCAPE BUBBLE

INFINITE REVOLUTION BUBBLE

1 DAY | 3 INDIVIDUAL TREATMENTS I € 149 per person
• 1 seawater shower
• 1 polysensory marine bath
• 1 sea mud application
• ½ day free access to the marine spa:
heated seawater pools, water activity circuit,
saunas, steam bath & outdoor jacuzzi
• 1 market lunch at Le Bidassoa
(excluding drinks)

€ 218 per person
• 1 Infinite Revolution treatment
• 1 market lunch at Le Bidassoa
(excluding drinks)
• 1/2 day free access to the marine spa:
heated seawater pools, water activity circuit,
saunas, steam bath & outdoor jacuzzi

GOURMET AQUA BUBBLE
1/2 DAY I € 53 per person
• ½ day access to the marine spa: heated
seawater pools, water activity circuit, saunas,
steam bath & outdoor jacuzzi
• 1 market lunch at Le Bidassoa
(excluding drinks)

All bubbles and short stays include access
to the marine spa and gym.

2 TO 6 DAYS

BUBBLE DAYS

MINI WORLD MASSAGES
2 DAYS | 6 TREATMENTS | € 372
• 1 seawater shower
• 1 polysensory marine bath
• 1 seaweed wrap
• 1 Supreme Ocean scrub
• 1 Balinese massage
• 1 Terre du Soleil Oriental massage

MINI MARINE LIBERTY
2 DAYS | 6 TREATMENTS | € 220
• 2 polysensory marine baths
• 1 seawater shower
• 1 seaweed wrap
• 1 hydromassage bath
• 1 relaxing massage

SALT-KISSED ESCAPES

MINI FIT AND FIRM

ESSENTIAL 24 TREATMENTS I € 876

2 DAYS | 6 TREATMENTS | € 358
• 1 energising seawater jet
• 1 watermass session
• 1 invigorating infra red therapy session
• 1 seaweed wrap
• 2 detox treatments - stubborn areas

6 DAYS | TREATMENTS WITHOUT
ACCOMMODATION OR MEALS
Check the details of the stays in our brochure or
on relaisthalasso-hendaye.com

LIBERTY 15 TREATMENTS I € 599
PLENITUDE 24 TREATMENTS I € 948
FIT AND FIRM 26 TREATMENTS I € 1,278
COCOON FOR CARERS 24 TREATMENTS I € 1,290
METAMORPHOSIS 29 TREATMENTS I € 1,482
ANTI-STRESS & BURNOUT 27 TREATMENTS l € 1,470

MINI BEAUTY FOR HER

PHYSIO AMPLITUDE 27 TREATMENTS l € 1,164

2 DAYS | 6 TREATMENTS | € 314
• 1 seawater shower
• 1 seaweed wrap
• 1 polysensory marine bath
• 1 relaxing massage
• 1 Prestige facial by Sothys
• 1 finger head massage

CARTE BLANCHE 23 TREATMENTS l € 1,140
WORLD MASSAGES 24 TREATMENTS l € 1,224
SPA WELLNESS 18 TREATMENTS l € 1,050
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THE
MARINE
SPA

THALASSOTHERAPY
Open 7 days a week
from 9am to 1pm and 2 to 6.30pm

SUBSCRIPTIONS

SEAWATER ACTIVITIES

Open 7 days a week from 9am to 8pm

AQUABIKE

MARINE SPA
Open 7 days a week
from 9am to 1pm and 1.45 to 8.30pm

1 month subscription | € 50
3 month subscription | € 135
6 month subscription | € 240
9 month subscription | € 315

Aqua relaxation: 320 m² of heated seawater pools
at 33°C and 50 water activities including: outdoor jacuzzi,
swan neck fountains, walking against the current, underwater
jets, fountain, refreshing pool, geyser, seated bubble pool,
aquabed, saunas, steam bath.
ACCESS:
2h00 | from 6.15 to 8.15pm Monday to Friday | € 22
1/2 day | morning or afternoon from Monday to Friday | € 25
Weekends, school holidays, bank holidays | € 28
Under 16s | Monday to Friday | € 22
Weekends, school holidays, bank holidays | € 25
ENTRY TICKETS:
5 entry tickets | € 110
10 entry tickets | € 200
Swimming hats and flip-flops* are required for our pools.
Flip-flops* and towels are not provided.
*They are available to buy from the marine spa reception.

LAND ACTIVITIES

Exercise on a bike submerged in the pool. Gentle
on the joints, it improves energy and blood
circulation, reshapes and slims the legs.
1 session | € 22
3 sessions | € 57
5 sessions | € 80
10 sessions | € 140
20 sessions | € 240

BUNGY PUMP

JANZU

Power walking with dynamic sticks that increase
calorie burn by 77%. They have a pump system to
prevent any risk of negative impact on the joints.
Simultaneously works the back and abdominal
muscles. Prevents lower back pain and improves
cardiovascular capacity.
1 session | € 22
10 sessions | € 140
3 sessions | € 57
20 sessions | € 240
5 sessions | € 80

€ 85
Floating in heated seawater, be soothed by
the precise movements of the practitioner. The
ultimate in relaxation, relieving muscular pain and
stiffness, migraines and symptoms associated
with stress.

COACHING
Tailored training and personalised management to
achieve your objectives.
1 session | € 65
3 sessions | € 180
5 sessions | € 275

HIIT
A sports concept based on high-intensity and
repetitive training that in 24 minutes 3 times a
week helps you lose weight, improve tone and
boost your metabolism.
1 session | € 24
5 sessions | € 90

AQUAGYM / AQUAPOWER / AQUAFIT
Complete and rhythmic weightless exercise in
heated seawater (33°C) for general joint and
muscle work. Tones the body and improves
endurance.
1 session | € 14
3 sessions | € 39
5 sessions | € 60
10 sessions | € 110
20 sessions | € 200

Prices may change without prior notification.
Any cancellation within 24 hours of the treatment
will not be refunded.
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COSMETICS
40

MARINE COSMETIC
EXPERTISE

THE WORLD OF SOTHYS:
TREATMENT AS AN ART...

The heart of thalassotherapy treatments and our purpose for
20 years already!
The original idea? Create an authentic Home Thalasso line to
extend the thalassotherapy experience after your stay.
Our purpose at RELAIS THALASSO is to take care of your beauty
and your health. Our work in synergy with our thalassotherapists
has led us to create our own range of RELAIS THALASSO
cosmetics, generous and gentle like a beneficial wave from
the sea. Its effectiveness is enhanced by its high concentration
of active marine ingredients, as revitalising as a dip in the sea.
You will find all the benefits of the ocean in our pretty jars
and bottles at the store, a souvenir of your holiday by the sea.
You don’t have to be a thalasso professional to be addicted
to our Home Thalasso range...

Sothys is synonymous with excellence and prestige
and represents contemporary well-being and beauty. A
complete range of products for men and women, unique
protocols that combine sensory benefits, effectiveness
and a tailored approach. Each appointment turns into a
well-being break for body and mind. Highly specialised,
Sothys has been at the cutting-edge of avant-garde
beauty for 70 years. It is behind Digi-aesthetics, treatments
involving finger pressure, massage and draining to boost
the effectiveness of the products and stimulate absorption
of the active ingredients in all body treatments and facials.
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GOOD TO KNOW

THE BEAUTY SPA

THALASSO

BOOKINGS

BOOKINGS

Some of our more specific treatments are not
available 7 days a week. For your comfort, we
recommend booking your treatments in advance
by calling +33 (0)5.59.51.36.47 or calling 1508
from you room. You will be asked to prepay as
confirmation of your booking.

For your satisfaction, we recommend booking your treatments
in advance by calling +33 (0)5.59.51.36.36. If your direct debit
is refused, you must show proof of payment by bank transfer
or pay directly in cash.

ARRIVAL AT THE SPA
Please come to the spa reception 10 minutes
before your appointment.

CONTRAINDICATIONS
Some treatments have contraindications, in
particular for pregnant women. Please consult
with our team.

ARRIVAL
Please arrive 20 minutes before the start of your treatment.
If you are late, the duration of the treatment will be shorter.

When booking, please inform us of any of the following
conditions:
pregnancy, heart condition, circulation difficulties, specific
medical treatment, a recent operation, intolerance to certain
products.

CANCELLATIONS & POSTPONEMENTS

Please cancel any appointments at least 24 hours
before the start. Otherwise, we will charge for the
full treatment.

Please cancel any appointments at least 24 hours before the
start, otherwise you will be charged for the full treatment.
If the pools* have to be temporary closed because of storms,
or for technical and/or bacteriological reasons, the treatment will
be provided later the same day. If you leave, the treatment will not
be postponed or refunded. If it is too late to have your treatment
the same day it will be rebooked for another day in the week.
*No postponement or refund if there is a problem with the
fountain, steam bath and/or sauna.

Swimming hats and flip-flops are required for the
entire marine spa area.

MINORS
Body treatments are available from 16 with
parental approval and in the presence of a parent
who will wait in the waiting area.

Freedom to choose

CONTRAINDICATIONS

CANCELLATIONS

ACCESS TO MARINE SPA PACKAGES

GIFTS
GALORE
An original gift for every occasion:
birthday, Valentine’s Day, a wedding, Christmas or simply for the joy of giving.
Thoughtful gifts to suit every taste and every budget, our gift vouchers will delight even the most exacting people.
For a weekend, a day or à la carte treatments.
Valid until 15/11/2022
Order your gift vouchers 7 days a week online at www.relaisthalasso-hendaye.com
or directly from the thalasso reception.
Choose and customise from: a day à la carte, a weekend, spa rituals or pick an amount for your gift voucher.
Our gift vouchers will delight even the most exacting of people!
Print your voucher directly by email as soon as you order it or receive it by post.

ACCESS TO THE MARINE SPA
Swimming hats and flip-flops are required for the entire marine
spa area. For men, tight trunks only, no surf shorts or swim
shorts.

MINORS
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Access to the steam bath, sauna and gym is prohibited for
under 16s. Access to treatments for minors (excluding the
teenager package) requires the signature of a disclaimer by
their legal guardian.

RELAIS THALASSO Hendaye - Compliant with the AFNOR EXPERIMENTAL STANDARD XP 50-844
“Thalassotherapy - Standards concerning services.” Non-contractual documents, information and photos - Tariffs valid until 01.12.2022
The massages are well-being massages.
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BE GOOD
TO YOURSELF
TODAY TO BE BETTER
TOMORROW
relaisthalasso-hendaye.com
hendaye@relaisthalasso.com

-

RELAIS THALASSO HENDAYE
SERGE BLANCO HOTEL
IBAÏA HOTEL AND RESIDENCE

-

-

-

125 BOULEVARD
DE LA MER
64700 HENDAYE

INFORMATION & BOOKINGS
+33 (0)5.59.51.36.36

OPEN 7 DAYS A WEEK
24 HOURS A DAY

